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New Executives Charged
DAILY With Election Violations
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International Week

By DIANE TFJLESCO
and JIM BREWER
Spartan Daily Staff Writers
The computer at election central
No. 105 had barely stopped whirring when
written charges of election code
violations were brought against
John Bruckman, Bill Clark, Gary
Kleeman, Bob Serrano, Bill Nicolosi and Barry Brown.
Bruckman and Clark, the victorious presidential and vice presidential candidates, are charged
with advertising with more than
six types of handouts (a violation
*
*
*
of Act No. 24, Section IV, C, 2).
They are further charged with not
clearing each type of handout with
the Election Board prior to disTODAY
2 p.m. Forum on Thailand, Cafeteria A.
8 p.m. Russian Honor Chili, Russian folk songs, excerpts
from play by (logo, 24150.
8:80 p.m. Balkan Dance Club,
Balkan dancer, scill be taught
In VVO101.
TOMORROW
By RICK SKINNER
2:30 p.m. Persian Program, exSpartan Daily Staff Writer
hibits and slides, Faculty
Still smarting from SJS student
Cafeteria.
8:15 p.m. Russian Cossack rejection of a "peace platform" in
Dames sponsored by College last week’s election, members of
Union Program Board, Mor- the college’s New Left regrouped
Friday to propose a "Human Beris Dailey Auditorium.
In" for the campus community.
THURSDAY, APRIL 27
Tentatively scheduled for Sun2:80 p.m. Spanish Club, slides
from Spain, Mexico and day, May 14, the Be-In Is to be
held in the vacant field next to
other countries, JC55.
2:30 p.m. Russian film with sub- Spartan Stadium. Seth Katzman
titles, "They Met In Mos- said invitations to participate
would be presented to several
cow," Audiovisual Dept.
3:15 p.m. Impressions of India by "name" San Francisco bands. Alum
Rock Park was proposed as an alProf. Ellifsen, CH149.
3:45 p.m. Chorallers group from ternate site for the event.
Musk. Dept., Cafeteria.
LENGTHY DEBATE
FRIDAY, APRIL 28
The vote for the Be-In came
11 a.m.-2 p.m. International Food after lengthy debate concerning
Bazaar, Seventh St ree
how to allocate approximately
Fashion show and entertain- $700 in surplus funds raised to
ment, presentation of In- finance the recent Spring Mobiliternational Queen contes- zation Week.
tants.
Katzman, who originally pro9 p.m. International Ball, Star- posed the Be-In, explained his plan
light Ballroom, behind the as an event where people "would
DeAnza Hotel, coronation of be digging each other, getting to
International Queen.
know each other in a friendly
atmosphere. We’d hand out free
food, free balloons, free everything.
"We’ve found," he continued,
"that we’re not going to change
Serge Jaroff and his Original the country’s policies by trying to
Don Cossack Chorus and Dancers, reach people on a national level.
an ensemble of 24 uniformed White The Mobilization Week proved
Russians, will perform tomorrow that the bigger the demonstranight at 8:15 in Morris Dailey Au- tion, the more (U.S. Secretary of
ditorium. The program, sponsored Defense Robert) MacNamara puts
by the College Union Programs us down. We’ve got to hit at the
Board is free to SJS students and grass roots."
faculty and $2 for the public.
ROME DISAGREES
Nick Kopke, who received 797
votes in a losing ASB presidential campaign on a peace platform,
Greek Week, designed to unify disagreed with Katzman. "I can’t
fraternities a n d sororities and see any connection between Beshow several aspects of fraternity Ins and peace."
life to the campus at large, starts
Ira Meltzer, leader of the now
today.
defunct CNP (Committee for New
Activities vary from a forum on Politics), proposed as an alterna"The Future of Higher Education" tive, that the group donate money
to the competitive fun events, in- to the National Liberation Front
cluding Derby Day, Olympics, (NLF), a political organization
Push Carts and a Greek Carnival. purportedly representing the

Foreign Students Present Forums, Food
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Hamburgers and ice cteam are
typically American, but what is
typically Persian, Chinese or
French? SJS will have an opportunity to check with the experts
during International Week which
started Saturday and ends Friday.
"International Week is a series
of social activities designed to allow SJS foreign students to share
the exotic foods and talent of their
native cultures with their American friends," stated Mrs. Geneva
Vaughan, assistant foreign student
adviser.
Campus organizations will present forums, films and folksinging
to acquaint students with the customs and tradition of their individual countries.
Foreign students representing
many countries will hold a food
bazaar on Seventh Street, Friday
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Delicacies
will be on sale at cost. The Balkan
Dance Club will entertain.
Climaxing the week will be the
International Ball at the Starlight
Ballroom, behind the DeAnza Hotel
at 47 Notre Dame Ave. Diplomats
from 10 countries, state legislators,
college and civic officials will be
special guests. Students will present a talent show and the International Queen will be crowned.
Tickets are now on sale at the
Student Affairs Business Office,
Building R. Student tickets are
$2.50 per couple in advance sales,
$3 at the door and $10 for general
public.

Week’s Schedule

Leftists To Present
SJS ’Human Be-In’

o’

INTERNATIONAL A-GO-GO Seventh Street cose alive with
International Week activities today through Friday. Forums, food
and folksinging highlight the week s activities.

Symphony Orchestra Debut
Sparti, Orientation
Combines Classical, Modern
Interviews Now

Interviews will be held in the
College Union this week for the
positions of Orientation Committee chairman and "Spardi" chairman.
The "Spann" chairman is responsible for the selection of
"Spann," SJS Spartan spirit image, and the Orientation Committee chairman for co-ordinating the
work of the committee which plans
the week-long orientation each semester.
Interviews for "Spardi" chairman will be held at 2 p.m. tomorrow, and interviews for Orientation Committee chairman will be
conducted today and tomorrow
from 2:30 to 5 p.m.
Application forms and other information can be obtained in the
College Union, 315 S. Ninth St.

tribution, and with false and misleading advertising.
Gary Kleeman, a Sparta Party
official, is charged with violating
Election Code rulings regarding
political parties. Section III, A, 1,
of Act No. 24 states, "A campus
political party shall be defined as
a group of students registered for
the purpose of supporting two or
more candidates for student government offices."
Sparta Party handouts supported
candidates for the office of president, vice president, and student
council representatives.
He also is charged with violating the section of the Act stating,
"A campus political party shall in

The SJS Symphony Orchestra
will give premieres for three compositions Wednesday and Thursday evenings. The concert starts
at 8:15 in Concert Hall. Admission is free.
Dr. Gibson Walters, chairman
of the music department, will be
conducting the orchestra with the
assistance of Patrick Meierotto,
associate professor of music.
"Concerto for Flute and Orchestra No. 1 in G Major," by Mozart,
"Concert for Piano and Orchestra
No. 3 in D Minor," by Rachmaninoff and contemporary composer
Roy Harris’ ’Overture, When
Johnny Comes Marching Home"
have never before been played on
the campus.
According to Dr. Walters, Harris’ composition is an example of

"true indigenous music. It is an
American theme treated by an
American composer in a modern
manner. Yet, for all its modernity,
it is understandable and enjoyable
to the audience."
The orchestra will also perform
Brahms’ "Academic Festival Overture," which Walters describes as
"one of the most important orchestral works of its type." The
orchestration of this piece demonstrates Brahms’ knowledge of the
peculiar beauty and characteristics
of each instrument, and shows him
master of musical human.
Two soloists, flutist Beatrice
Rout and pianist Linda Lorren
Pimental, have been chosen from
14 auditioners. There are approximately 70 students in the orchestra, many of them non-music
majors.

Russians Perform
Tomorrow Night

Greek Week

North Vietnamese people.
Brian King objected, saying, "It
would have grave consequences if,
acting as the Mobilization Committee, we gave money to the
NLF, I think it would be a dangerous thing to do. Many people
might regard it as treasonable."
Eventually, the group, however,
decided on the Be-In as the best
method of promoting their cause.

Reagan Aide
Talks Tuition
"Our private dealings with the
members of the legislature are
better than their public statements
would lead us to believe," commented Governor Ronald Reagan’s
press secretary Friday.
Franklin "Lyn" Nofziger made
the statement at a press conference held prior to the Sigma Delta
Chi Deadline Dinner Friday evening. Nofzinger is a 1950 graduate
of SJS.
On the once-again looming State
College tuition issue, the press sectary said, "Since a college education is for the benefit of those
receiving it, they should pay their
own way."
Nofziger indicated that cholarships and deferred loans could
be used as alternatives by students unable to pay the tuition
fee.
He said that a recent poll of
California taxpayers revealed a
definite voter preference for some
sort of tuition in the future.
The press secretary alluded that
the education of the State Colleges might have reached a temporary plateau.
Of the recent across-the-board
faculty request cuts, he said,
"What the governor has asked is
that there be a pause in the increase of education due to the
present fiscal situation of the
state."

nickno way include the menet
name(s) or any other reference
to specific candidates.
Kleeman, Bob Serrano, chairman of Sparta Party, and Barry
Brown, write-in candidate for senior representative, are charged
with false and misleading advertising and with "distribution of
written or printed matter devoted
to the expression of views, opinions, beliefs or contentions." This
distribution is a violation of the
President’s Directive regarding the
use of State College Buildings and
Grounds.
Bill Nicolosi, a member of the
Spartan Marching Band and Sparta Party, is charged with "knowingly cooperating with the chairman of Sparta Party in an attempt to violate the provisions of
Act No. 24, Section A, 3," (false
and misleading advertising).
VIOLATES DIRECTIVE
He is charged with aiding and
assisting in the "formulation, publication and distribution of preferential ballots and therefore violating the provisions of the President’s directive. . . ."
The third charge made against
Nicolosl states he "knowingly cooperated in an attempt to influence the election."
Indications that such violations
might take place first came to the
attention of the Daily Tuesday
night when Bruckman stated that
to the best of his knowledge, members of the SJS Marching Band
intended to distribute a candidates’ preferential list on campus
Wednesday morning.
The list, containing anti-CNP
information, had been distributed
to various living centers, but its
on-campus appearance Wednesday
triggered a frenzy of complaints
and accusations against the named
persons.
RUSHED REACTIONS
The accusations caused a variety of rushed and concerned reactions from many of the listed
office seekers. Lame duck Sparta
Party candidate Al Carroll, Barbara Barr, Doug De Costa and
Bob Gottschalk, plagued with fear
and intimidation, issued the following letter to the Daily:
We joined Sparta Party to
promote an effective Student
Council slate and at that time
the party agreed not to support
any executive candidates.
We feel our names and reputations have been exploited to
further the political aspirations
of two executive candidates
whom we did not officially endorse.
We further assert that the oncampus distribution of a preferential candidates’ list, on
which our names appeared without our consent, is in flagrant
violation of the election code
and our personal integrity.
This letter was signed by the
five candidates.
By press time Friday, attempts
to contact alleged violators were
unsuccessful.
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Election Panorama: Photos Tell Tale of Long Night
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ATTORNEY GENERAL candidate Larry Hoff relaxes
during long wait for results.

POLL CLERK Joan Ireland watches as Merrilyn Bishop casts
last vote.

06

VP HOPEFUL C. K. Moreland and wife.

AS FINAL RESULTS come in, victorious ASB President candidate John Bruckman makes acceptance speech over TV
and radio.

5
AS EVENING wears on, crowds gather at "Election Central"
in the Journalism Building.
Photo-. by A. J. D.b;a1
d.

ENGINEERING Department
sets up IBM 1620 computer
to analyze returns.

HOFF AND GERRY RONEY congratulate Attorney General
winner Scott Lefever.

ELECTION results bring frown
to presidential runner-up Dick
Miner.

WITH elections over, campaign signs come down for
another year.
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Wallace Screch ’Insult’
As the Alabama state legislators rose
from their seats to cheer their governor’s words, we can only sit down in
wonder and dismay.
Mrs. Wallace’s speech two weeks
ago. urging direct defiance of a federal
court’s recent order for immediate
school desegregation, is an insult to the
youth of this country, as well as to
the basic principles of our Constitutiiin.
The past decade has seen young
Americans provide one of the main
stimuli in this etountry’s efforts in civil
rights. Yet countered against this is the
fact that ..1Iabaina has only 2.4 per cent
integration in its school system, the
lowest of any state.
Mrs. Wallace’s request that the Alabama Legislature shift the responsibility for school desegregation from state
educational officials to the governor’s
office is in direct opposition to the
long. slow gains this nation has made
in granting long-overdue civil rights.
Her action defies federal authorities
to prosecute the governor of Alabama
if they feel school desegregation in Alabama has not been stepped-up satisfactorily.
. . resist in every way possible,"
was the theme of her speech. Resist
whom? Resist the federal government,
the Constitution. every American who

Notable Quote
Roy Innis, chairman, New York -Harlem
chapter of the Congress of Racial Equality,
saying that CORE Is not advocating a "black
school system" and that Negroes can no
longer wait for "some distant Utopia":
"We seriously doubt there is anyone around
who honestly believes that integration is a
goal that can be reached in the foreseeable
future. Many of the groups that campaigned
for years for this pie-in-the-sky solution to
the problem have ended their efforts and have
now turned their attention to the pursuit
of quality education."

is trying to correct 100 years of apathy
and undelivered promises? Is this
whom she is resisting?
We have seen the threat of "Black
Power" arise. It is here, with all its
real and imagined undertones indicating further hatred and violence. It is
here because of just such negative attitudes as hers.
Standing in the shadow of the Washington Monument in 1963. Martin
Luther King spoke to more than 200.000 Negroes and whites. Ile spoke of a
dream. Part of his dream was this:
"I have a dream that one day, down
in Alabama. with its vicious racists,
with the governor having his lips dripping with the words of interposition
and nullification, that one day. right
there in Alabama. little black boys
and little black girls will be able to
join hands with little white boys and
white girls as sisters and brothers. I
have a dream today!"
Now, four years later, it is still only
a dream. But more so. it threatens to
become a nightmare in light of the
present attitude, exemplified by Mrs.
Wallace. and still harbored by more
people than we care to believeboth
north and south.
It is up to us to make this dream a
realitynow. Alabama is in the spotlight right now hut what state will be
next? California again? New York?
Illinois? It is up to us, as today’s college students. to help in realizing this
dream. To buckle down to the issue at
hand and finally pay a debt that is
already 100 years overdue. It must be
shown that brotherhood and justice is
not being smothered by backwardness
and ignorance as demonstrated by the
governor of Alabama.
It is up to us to create a wave of
justice and understanding which will
wash prejudice and ignorance far out
to seaand drown thein there. ILK.

ga,

"This time, Lurleen, YOU get to stand in the doorway!"

Thrust and Parry

’Gambits in Bigots’ Game’
Poet Observes Blinds pot
Of Society on Prejudice
Racism
As gambits in this bigots’ game
black man versus white,
Each one knows who’s in the wrong,
as each one knows who’s right;
Yet with these moves and counter-moves,
like chessmen paired in play
We fail to see the board was made
from different shades of grey . .
Darrel H. Whitemyer
A9529

Student Calls Elections
’Direct Defeat for CNP’
Editor:
The results are in and by today most everyone on campus will know who his ASB leaders
are for the 1967 year. Let’s take a look at
the actual results, though.
In the presidential election the office was
won by a Greek who is well qualified for the
job. Despite the results, the outcome in theory
definitely could have been an independent
victory for either Dick Miner or Vic Lee had
only one of them run against John Bruckman
for the top post.
One CNP spokesman stated over KSJS
that his party would have polled the majority

of Dick Miner’s votes had he not been running. Quite the opposite is true, though. As a
dorm student, I can say that the vast majority
of dorm students and independents were pro
Dick Miner and Vic Lee and anti both CNP
and Greeks.
Comparing the results of the rest of the
election with the executive secretary’s position
versus the other posts which CNP candidates
were vying for can in theory be seen as a
direct defeat for CNP on this campus.
It can’t be denied that they won a few posts
and that originally in a few of these positions
they either were the only candidate or candidates running or made up the vast majority
of candidates running for that position, This
can be related to a definite apathy on the
students’ part, hut the last minute write-in
candidates for these positions make up for
this disinterest or apathy.
Whether in theory or fact it should be a
definite conclusion that had these interested
write-in candidates been made better known
to the student body, they would have soundly
flattened any CNP candidates running for
that position.
Next year, if there are parties still organized
running candidates for the ASB elections it
would be a great idea on someone’s part if
the candidates’ affiliations were listed beside
their names on the ballot. Had this been on
the ballots cast for the past election, CNP
would not hold the executive secretary’s position and the few others they do.
Keith C. Utley
A18724

The Question Man
By NANCY KLEMM

Do you think there are mmHg!’ places to study
on the SJS campus?

Lit 0 IOC I

JOHN MAXON, sophomore, art:

RUTH MAGNUSON, Junior, speech therapy:

There is for me. I commute to school, so I study at home. I have
a tight schedule so I go from one class to another.

No, I don’t think so. In the spring there’s no problem, but when
it’s raining there’s no place to go. Also, more rooms in the Library
should be open longer hours in the evening and on Sundays. It’s
good that the Education Building is open during final week.

N, Junior, English:

No. The Library is too far away from my classes, and the rooms
at the Music Building are always full. So I go to the Cafeteria.

ALAN AVILA, senior, civil engineering:
Yes. There are plenty of places in the Library even though it’s
crowded. And there are always open rooms in the Engineering

LINDA ELLIS, graduate, social science:

DAVID LETOURNEAU, freshman, chemistry:

No. I think it would he good if the different departments would
have special study rooms in the different buildings --like in the Education Building or in the Home Economics Building. The Library is
too far away if you have only an hour between classes.

No, I’d like to see more places in the Library where you wouldn’t
be interrupted by other students. With the amount of students on
campus, one location is not enough. I don’t know what you could do
about it, though, unless the new student union will have places to
study.

EILEEN LEFFEL, freshman, art:

SUE WILSON, senior, commercial art:

Yes. If you really awnt to study you can, because there’s room
in the Library. Rut I’d rather study in the Cafeteria. I’ve gotten used
to it. The Library is too quiet.

In my ease yes. I spend eight hours of the day in climes on the
campus. But there are not enough places to sit and talk.

Photos by Ken Jonec
_

It was humid and rainy that day, just
like all the others had been, as the strag.
. B
Ong remains of the sec Iplat
pany_ trudged through the knee-high
muck and ooze hack into the company
area.
Bleeding. battered and exhausted after
the 10-day "Operation Lightfoot," another
seeond platoon "mission accomplished"
was checked off on the battle score sheet
hung inside mime captain’s tent. The good
guys had won again.
Thirty-three of my best friends had been
killed thi,= time. Only 11 remained. 1 remembered every one of them, too.
There was Fred, the tall farm boy from
Oklahoma. Ile used to give me good things
to eat and play the harmonica before Taps
sounded each night. Art, the medic, was
one heck of a guy. Singing all the time,
he loved to talk of his high school in
Nebraska and day dream about his wife
and newly-born son whom he hadn’t even
seen.
MOST GUYS GONE
There were plenty of guys I knew and
liked in the second platoon. But most of
them were gone now, never to be seen
again. Most of them talked to me each
time they came back. They told me how
tough it was "out there" and mumbled
about how "their time" was coining some
day.
All was quiet now. Not too much talking . . . and no joking about the "good
times" on TUB in the Philippines. All that
was left were blank stares, hungry faces
and prayers of thanks from those who
had escaped death and the metal box ...
for one more day.
The bodies came in one by one. All I
could see from my house beside the sergeant’s hut was the limp bundles covered
with green cloth as they were unloaded
from the tnick and placed near the mess
area in rows of five.
It was nothing new. I’d seen it happen
many times before. "Human wave attack,"
the guys used to say. "Thousands of ’em.
They came at 1118 so fast and for so long
that the barrels of our machine guns
melted!"
RECALL NIGHTS
I recall many of the nights when they
all used to gather and try to joke about
one another in an effort to cover up the
nerve-shattering fear that each held inside
himself.
Beads of perspiration engulfed their
faces and trembling hands struggled to
hold a cigarette while weapons were
cleaned for the next "search and destroy"
mission the following lllll rning.
GI’s are a funny lot. They joke and
laugh like anybody else, hut underneath
it all they know that somewhere "out
there" there’s a bullet with their name
on it. Too many times their thoughts turn
real. Dog lags arc collected. Letters are
written to families back in the States ...
and all that’s left is a memory of another
soldier.
God I hate this stinkin’ jungle. The rain,
the mud, the stench and the blood make
niy stomach turn day in and (lay out.
Every night I lie down to sleep with
the wish that no one else will come back
in a green bundle. War is a rotten business. Thank God I’m a dog and don’t have
to die like an animal.
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Mammoth Lakes
To Be Location
For Class Trip

110 Years

Library Holds Past
Rare SJS Artifacts

The course, Science Education

There will be more students and are 42 specialized workshops of
SJS summer sessions one to six weeks duration, includtrees, insects, geology, wild Gowthan ever before, according to Dr. ing one to be held in Aberdeen,
en’, mammals and ecology in the
Leo P. Kibby, dean of education Scot land.
area of Mammoth Lakes.
Most of the SIICCia filed workservices and summer sessions.
The work is actual outdoor field
SJS is conducting the largest shops will be held during interexperience and not formal instrucsummer school in the California session weeks, June 12-16 and
tion.
State College system. More than 19-23.
The director of the program, Dr. 880 classes are being offered this
The six -week summer session
H. T. Harvey, says that the pri- year, with nearly three-quarters
at the upper division level. will be June 26 -August 4 and the
mary purpose of the course is to of them
Summer sessions’ classes will four-week session will be from
implant a consciousness of conalso be conducted at Hartnett Jun- August 7 -September 1.
servation.
ior College in Salinas.
A schedule of classes and work-

ble" records of the school’s past
Included are rare photographs
Few students seem to realize over 100 years old, the first issue
that San Jose State’s 110-year of the colleges many former newshistory is actually worth the papers, and authentic artifacts.
The room is on the sixth floor,
bother to know.
But the administration thinks LN612. Its hours are Mondays,
otherwise and ten years ago in- 1 to 3 p.m., Wednesdays 10 to 12
vented a San Jose Room in the noon, and Thursdays Ito 3 p.m.
Rialson says he hardly ever gets
new library shortly after the buildmore than just a "few people who
ing was completed.
The San Jose Room, directed by come in. Most who do happen by
Librarian Gerald }liaison, houses just brace very shortly.

Rotary Establishes
$2,000 Fellowship
For Grad Studies

government,

is

one

of

the few

at SJS.
Intended for the student studying for a master’s degree in public administration or other related
fields, it is hoped the new fellowship will encourage persons presently working in public administration
study.

to

return

for

graduate

A special faculty committee will
recommend four candidates to the
Rotary Club, which will select the
final recipient.
Students will be chosen for their
outstanding promise and personality, integrity, and high potential
of creativity, imagination and resourcefulness.
Application blanks for the fellowship are available in the Financial Aids Office, ADM242. Completed applications are to be returned by May 19.

A prize piece of the collection
is the California flag that originally flew over the very first
building of the campus today, the
first old State Normal School of
Washington Square.

Gymnasts Perform
In Davis Meet

I.A. Dept. Holds
May Open House

tension Services and the Natural
Photo by Al

Dubiei

CONSIDERING CONTEMPORARY ART is Mrs. Katherine
Larsen, instructor of history. Painting is by SJS graduate Julie
Lozano. Miss Lozano is among 32 art graduates who replied to a
questionnaire concerning their present career activities. The art
department is the largest in the United States.

Art Dept. Measures
Success With Grads
By PAT SINGLETON
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The Art Department at SJS may
be the largest in the world. Instructors say with confidence that
It is the largest in the U.S., with
1,100 enrolled in the undergraduate
program and approximately 250
currently studying for the MA.
degree.

This Week’s
Dry Cleaning

SPECIAL

"I won! I won!"

Sport Shirts

This could be you as this week’s THINKLINKS first prize winner of a routukrip
ticket to Los Angeles via PSA. But, you
have to enter to he eligible. Check the back
page of today’s paper for details. You may

Itegular

Now 69c

be the next winner!

Golden West Cleaners
25 S. :trii Street

Sciences Area, the program offers
one upper division credit toward
the general education requirement

shops is available free to all students in Educational Services and
SI11111111.1’ 51.s,ions, ADM143.

Demonstrations of various labAnyone can participate in the
course. For an additional fee of , oratory facilities by students and
$15, even children, second grade faculty will highlight the annual,
or older, can be cared for.
SJS Industrial Arts open house.
Students will be organized into
Thursday and Friday, May 4-5.
trail groups and the groups roTne department’s facilities ,
tated to cover the above mentioned
be open for public tours Iron,
study areas.
Afternoon trips are conducted a.m. to 9 p.m. Thursday and Um,

to special points of interest, and 10 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. on Friday.
a worthwhile educational, social,
"Both industrial arts majors
and recreational evening program and faculty representatives will be
wholesale to shops and galleries. is offered.
available to conduct tours or simJoe Maniscalco has illustrated
The fee is $31. payable at time ply an.swer any questions pol,l,
over 200 books and has had 17 of of registration, May 5 at 8 a.m. might have about the field,"
his own books published. He has in room S127.
Domakl Betando, associate prof,
recently completed a large canvas
sor of industrial arts and chim FOOD COSTS
entitled "The Second Coming of
man of the open house program
Food costs are $16, payable at a
Christ" for the Christian Braille
Several colleges and high schk
Association of Lincoln, Nebraska. general meeting to be held May from California have already ,mSharron S, O’Neil is free-lancing 24. Students will take turns cookcepted invitations to attend, Pr,,t.
in the San Francisco Bay Area in ing and washing dishes.
Betando concluded.
advertising design.
Transportation must be furThe SJS Industrial Arts build-

First Time Ever
SJS Turtle Races

Tlie Spartan Daily’s Campus Contest

Included in the class offerings

Sponsored by SJS through Ex-

Recently, the Art Department’s
Daniel Petersen has had two
graduate coordinator, Robert Colpaintings represented in the nalins, received 32 replies to a questional publication "Prize Winning
graduates
Six SJS women gymnasts will tionnaite directed to art
Watet colors."
of SJS concerning their career
compete in the All-College Open
activities.
MEASURE OF SUCCESS
Invitational Meet at the University
Of the graduates who responded
John Whitney works with United
of California at Davis today at to the inquiry, 22 of them current- Technology Center in Sunnyvale
7 p.m.
ly are utilizing their all training in and also teaches part-time at the
Competing for SJS are: Janet colleges and univel sities through- Old Adobe Pottery Shop in Los
remaining 10 Gatos.
Berta, free exercise; Mary Car- out the nation. The
graduates informed officials at
Barbara Cox Nottingham, after
velho, all around; Sandy DeCruz,
their alma mater that they are em- 10 years as Art Correlator of Alabeam and uneven bars; Carol Pur- ployed on the high school level.
meda County, left for a two year
eel, all around; Roxanne Weber,
assignment with the Peace Corps
ACTIVELY ENGAGED
all around; Bonnie McQuarrie,
and is presently stationed in
According to their replies, these
vaulting and free exercise.
Malaysia.
graduates are actively engaged in
The Art Department measures
ranging from
artistic endeaors
one-man art shows to entering its success in terms of the accomtheir works in exhibitions at some plishments of its graduates, and
of the nation’s finest alt museums finds that its mailing list is rapidly
expanding as more and more gradand galleries.
uates share their career activities
This group alone has won nuwith the faculty of the department.
merous awards and honors, reflecting favorably on the quality of the
Art Department’s graduate and
undergraduate programs.
There were many respondents
not directly involved solely in the
educational system. Gretchen AnPlace your bets, folks. The most
dersen, for example, is doing research with various types of resin- colossal event since the Calaveras
ous compounds for use in jewelry- Frog Jumping Contest is coming
to SJS.
making and mosaics.
Yes, fans, the All-College Turtle
Rick Bcckmeyer is a freelance
filmmakers working in San Fran- Racing Tournament is finally coming, so put your champ in traincisco and Hollywood.
ingthe competition will be tough.
SERIGRAPH ARTISTRY
The thrill -packed race, titled
Harold E. Booth uses a home "Spring Turtle Sprints," is schedstudio and exhibits serigraphs (art uled for Wednesday, May 10, 7:30paintings protium’ by a silk-screen 9:30 p.m. People for the Advancepro(’ess).
ment of Speedy Green Shells (in
John D. Jagger is a full -lime the guise of Recreation 131131 is
metal sculptor.
sponsoring the big event..
Judy Lozano does serigraphs,
The location of the race and
some of which have been featured further details will be released
in "Prize Winning Graphics III." later. Meanwhile, start preparing
George Larimore produces and your entrant . . . and may the
sells jewelry from his home studio. best ma
. . uh. the best turtle
He advertises and sells directly, win.

THINK -LINKS

cla.sses at

(LE. CREDIT

"I don’t think enough people
know this college museum even
exists."

The last person to get any major amount of value from the collection was History Prof. Benjamin Franklin Gilbert, according to
Rialson. Still teaching In the history department today, Gilbert
completed his history book of the
school, "Pioneers for One Hundred
A $2,000 fellowship has been es- Years," ten years ago as part of
tablished at SJS by the San Jose the centennial of the college celeRotary Club, Donald R. Ryan, di- bration.
Gilbert calls the San Jose Room
rector of financial aids, has ana "great part of SJS and more
nounced.
students should spend more of
The new fellowship, designed to their time there. It is a valuable
stimulate graduate study, leading as well as rewarding experito service in local, state or federal ence," he says.

Students, Classes Increase
At College Summer School

X 156A, is about the birds and the

CIIARSEs VANKRATZ
Spartan Daily staff Writer

authentic, ancient, and "invalua-

SPARTAN DAILYS

Monday. April 24, 1967

292-1052

nished privately, but a drivers’
list will be available for students
needing a ride to the official headquarters at Camp High Sierra.

ing was finished seven years
at a cost of more than three nil lion dollars and houses an estimated $1.5 million worth of equipCamping is in a nearby camp- ment. The building of two stories
ground. All such personal items as is located on the corner of Ninth
towels and sleeping bags must be and San Fernando Streets. Adfurnished by the student.
mission 011 be free

Choose from a large

JET
NEW YORK
Leave June 17
from Oakland
non stop-one way

$8940

inc.
tax

Special charter for students,
faculty and their immediate
femlies.

Call-297-8000
Prof.

David

Mage

c/o San Jose Travel Service
223 S. 1st St.
San Jose

selection of

ARROW

Macys men’s

Shirts

store)

Street Floor, filary’s Valley Fair

How to look good on any
golf course: play it bold
with Arrow’s Pin -Hi, the
100% 2 -ply cotton lisle knit
that stays fresh and crisp
to the eighteenth and beyond.
Stays tucked -in too.

An extra -long back tail keeps
down while you swing.
A great many standout colors,
$6.00. Pick out a few.

Sni

THERE IS A
DIFFERENCE
Lif Insurnc
Companis vary in
th.r prforrnncis and rsulfs. 111 fore you purchase, why not in.ostigt oar IBM ledger and industry comprison
F samitte the ansitrance company
te, ore 11 r tuntones 500.

Connecticut
Mutual Life
The ’Blue Chip’ Company
that’s to in net cost, too

Robert T. Heckley C.L.U.
1671 The Alameda
Suite 311
294-5660

San Jose

Bears Upset Spartans in Dual Meet
By JIM STREET
Spartan Daily Sports Editor
Only one Lee
BERKELEY
Evans on a track team is not
enough as was shown here Saturday when the SJS tracksters
dropped a surprising 82-63 dual
meet to the University of California Bears,
In another of the two scoring
dual meets, Cal ran roughshod over
Washington State University 10144, despite the performance of
Gerry Lindgren, in an AAWU
meet.
Evans provided the Spartans
with an "iron -man" performance,
winning four events but it wasn’t
, enough as the speculated lack of
depth in the field events helped
bring an end to the nine meet winning skein held by 5.18 over Cal.

EUROPE
/67
From$399

Frosh Meet Today
The SJS trash will meet Laney
College and C.C. Berkeley trash
today at Edsards Stadium in
Berkele). The teams were scheduled to meet Saturday, hut the
meet was moved hack to Indio,
atid veheduled to start at 3 p.m.

By the time Smith gained full
iontiol, the lead was gone and the
Spartans trailed, but Smith’s patented finish overtook the leading
Pat Weddle of Cal.
In the 440, Evans turned in his
fastest time of the season with a
46.5 clocking, easily defeating
.eammate Bob Talmadge and Cal’s
Larry Hengl. Talmadge pushed
hard in the stretch, but just missed
overtaking Hengl at the wire.
&IS
For the large contingem

I.

ivr,

(tor state college students, faculty and their immediate families)

Next year SJS golf coach Jerry
Vroom may schedule a golf match
every day of the season. If he
doesn’t, perhaps he should, as his
linksters have been rained out only
_

June 13. Sept. 5
June 17-Aug. 29

From San Francisco
to Madrid. London or Paris:
($476.50) Group flight.

June 20-

From San Francisco
to Madrid, London or Paris:
($476.50) Group flight.

June 15 -

Furnished

Sept. 6

I- and 2 -Bedroom

Air and land arrangements by:

Apartments

Call or Write

Prof. David Mage
1526 Arbutus Dr., S.J.
264-9275 after 8 p.m.

Aug. 30

SAN JOSE TRAVEL SERVICE
223 S. First St., S.J.
297-8000

Not state college sponsored or controlled.
Please send me information on charter flights to Europe.

from

$90

week to clear the bar at 16-5’2
and win the vault. Little Greg Miguel made his first attempt of the
meet at 15-6, but missed in all
three attempts ;it 16 feet. Papanicolaou missed three times at
16-9, which would have set a
school, meet and Greek national
record. which he already holds.
By clearing the 16-5’2 mark, he
bettered the former meet record
by almost two feet.

In addition to placing second in
the 220, Tommie Smith won the
100 and served the bill as anchor
PREDICTIONS; CORRECT
man of the relay teams in his norI !WM lei ions proved to
P
mal outstanding fashion.
the order of the day. The
Ile tied his season’s best in the
c, oche,: felt the deciding points
century with a time of 9.5.
.isold come from the second and
Dwight Tucker won the triple
,iiirel place finishers and that was
jump for SJS with a leap of 49.4 u
exactly the case.
which broke the former SJS-Cal
In the tinning point of the meet,
meet record.
Cal took both first and second in
the high hurdles and that gave the
BID FAILS
Bears the boost they needed for
Tucker failed in his bid to be
the remainder of the meet.
a double winner when he placed
Lou Kirtman won in 14.3 and
third in the high jump behind
Paddy MeCrarry upset SJS’ Rickey
WSU’s Keith Dalluge and Willie
Rogers for the second place posiNutt of Cal. Dalluge cleared 6-8.
tion. McCrarry and Rogers both hit
Nutt 6-7 and Tucker 6-6.
the wire at 14.5.
Lindgren, who was a doublittl
In the only sweep of the meet,
Cal took all three top places in the competitor for the meet, made his
880, paced by winner Devone Smith apeparance well-known by winning
both events he entered. He raced
al 1:51.2.
to a 4:08.2 mile victory and came
8601’ N(’104 BACK
back with an 8:54.1 two-mile Win,
Chris Papanicolziou bounced back which marked his best time this
.411 a "tiring" 15-4 pole vault last season.

Address

call

Phone

297-1430 or 253-2213
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The Nati,,n ,I Collegiate Champion 535 pit., learn closes (nit its
regular season Wednesday with a
quadrangular match in Spartan
Gym.

Each of the four schools gave
a good accounting of itself in the
recent NCAA championships.

the next five positions are played
with a balanced and consistent
team. Against S.F. State, Bob
Easterwood turned in the best
score with a two-under par 70 on
the sloppy Almaden course.
Randall and Tom O’Kane turned

$168.0

Champion Judokas Close
Season With Quadrangular

day when the weather cleared
’HARD TO COMPARE’
long enough for the Spartans to
"It is hard to compare this
defeat San Francisco State 25I41’2 at the Almaden County Club. years team with last because of
It was the 10th straight dual the weather factor," Vroom said.
One of the real differences bein:itch win for SJS, who has also
5,1 a hi ished
itself
ati
a
good tween the two teams has been the
i’ornament team by winning the play of Slasor.
"Ken is undoubtedly the most
kve.sstern intereollegiet e-Chempionimproved." the coach emphatically
stated.
1.1"CK VITII WEATHERMAN
"He shot an average of 76.68 per
18 holes last year, and so far his
average is about 74."
The largest test of the season
will come this week when the
Spartans travel to visiting courses at Santa Clara and Stanford.
The Indians, much stronger than
first anticipated, came close to
upsetting the Spartans and playing on their home course will chit
SJS even more troubles.
STANFORD TOUGH

Stanford defeated only one SparVroom, in the past, has coached
tan golfer, but won the best ball
;several teams with the "big"
points in several matches which
names in college golf sprinkled
kept it close to SJS before falling
among the players, hut this season
16’11-10
a balanced club has been the key
It will be the last dual meet for
fact or’.
the Spartans this season. They are
RANDALL OUTSTANDING
scheduled to participate in the
Ross Randall has starred for WCAC Tournament May 8 and will
hree years on the Varsity, and is follow with the NorCal Medal
considered the No. 1 golfer, but Meet at Sharon Heights.

LEATHER-LINED
BROGUES

Arcide placed fourth in his
Rich
JAVELIN POINT -GETTER
specialty event against Cal in dual meet Saturday at Berkeley
with a heave of 210 feet. Cal topped SJS by score of 86-63.

Competing, in the meet, along
with the Spartans will be the University of California, Stanford,
;tnd San Francisco State.

-Our scores are real good. In
tiiiit I am really surprised, con- .leiring that we have been praci wing only once or twice a week,"
he contended.
;
"Under normal conditions we
would work out about five rounds
a week."

(Seven minutes from campus)
City

Si

once this season and that match in even par 72’s while Craig Harcould have been played if neces- mon carded a 73. Dick McClean
had a 78 and Ken Slasor a 79 for
sary.
The same story persisted Thurs- the Spartans.

Despite the golfers luck with the
weatherman on meet scheduled
days, Vroom said the linksters
ii.ive been hampered badly by the

WALNUT GROVE
APARTMENTS

Name

as

fans, the 220 provided most of the
thrills for the day. Evans won with
Smith second in a re-sun of a preissue rare between the pair this
season. This time Evans got the
nod with Smith second, hut both
e timed at 21.3.
The final winner of the meet
.
went to an "Evanized" team
mile relay. SJS’ 3:12 clocking
,vas only one -tenth off the meet
record. Talmadge set a personal
all-time best with a 48.0 while running the second leg.

Who’s Bothered by the Rain?
Golfers Enjoying Some Luck

inc. tax

JET ROUND TRIP
CHARTERED FLIGHT
From Los Anglas to London:
v. 707 Jet

,
Evans started his productive day
, in the first track event of the
meet, which was run under partly
I cloudy skies, but no rain. After Bob
’Griffin and Ken Shackelford had
given the Spartans a lead in the
440 relay, Evans took the baton
and increased the lead over thi.

Bears and Cougars. and it took all
of the lead as Evans and Tommie
Smith exchanged a poor baton
pass.

JET TO EUROPE
THIS SUMMER

From Oakland to Brussels:
via 707 Jet ($437)

Momiriv Anril 21 1,V7

%N DULY

Despite iron-Alan Evans..

The Spartans dominated the
tournament, winning four of six
division titles and racking up 54
points, but the other schools made
their presence felt.
San Francisco State fininhed
second in the tournament, while
both Cal and Stanford placed
judokits in the round robin finals
for division titles.
Leading the Gator team is Stan
Katana, a rugged 154 -pounder.
Stanford also has a tough 154pound entrant in Don Ryujin. Ryujin defeated Katana in the cham-

5.15’ Bill
pionships, but 3, I
Gouin, the origin’ ,; di% itiltin winner.
ether top judokas from Stanford are Don Thronher, David Cotner and Charlie Duton.
The Cal team is led by Ron Mayerta and Bill Wetherford. Whetherford was particularly impressive
in the tournament, battling to a
third place finish in the 205-pound
division. Mayerla is a quick 134 pounder.
The match is the Iasi regular
competition for the Spartans, who
will participate in a prom.dional
tournament on May 6 to officially
close the judo season.
The promotional match will give
coach Yosh Uchida a chance to
look over some of his brown belts
who will push the six members of
this year’s NCAA team for spots
in the finals next year.
Uchida also reports that he has
several transfer students coming
in next fall, who will battle fur
tournament berths.

Spartababes Bow to S.C.;
Play USF Tomorrow

SJS’ suddenly sick hitting freshman baseball team starts its series of make-up games tomorrow,
playing USF on the Spartan diamond at 3 p.m.
Hitting, which appeared to be
on the upswing for the Spartababes, was virtually non-existent
last Thursday, as the freshman
lost both ends of a twin bill to
Vroom and his club will then be Santa Clara. getting only five hits
idle for more than a month pre- in both games.
paring for the NCAA championThe Bronco frosh took the first
game 7-1, and stopped the Sparta ships in Pennsylvania.
Last year at Stanford the Spar- babes 2-0 in the second contest.
Jay Fike pitched a fine game
tans nearly upset the college golf
in the second content, but his conworld by finishing second.

trol faltered in the seventh inning, and he walked five men to
force in the winning runs.
Spartababe hopes for hitting in
tomorrow’s contest appear to lie
In the bats of catcher Mike Hazelhofer and third baseman Lew
Kidd. The pair has been the only
consistent betters for SJS in recent games.
Two more games this week will
wrap up a disappointing season
for the Spartababes who have won
2 and lost 11 thus far.
Wednesday they play California
and Friday wind up against Stanford.

Choose a new

VAN HEUSEN

MEN’S WEAR
dress or sport
’

ot My

Eye On The M

shirt [non illy

in a,
VAN
ENE
"417" VANOPRESS SHIRT

A truly outstanding value on authentic brogues, brawny in every
detail. Leather -lined, too. Here’s a
man’s shoe, built to take the rugged
wear a man gives.
A WORTHMORE SHOE ,..$16.80
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FLORSHEIM SHOE SHOP
DOWNTOWN 71 S. 1st St.
open 9 a.m. daily
until 9 p.m. Men. & Thurs.
other days until 5,30 p.m.
VALIDATED PARKING

Stevens Creek p.,,
3059 Stevens Creek Blvd.
9:30 to 9:30 weekdays
9:30 to SAO Sat.
Gay 90’s Barber Shop

I-

One look and wham! I knew he was for me.
Lean and limber and all man in the terrific
fit of his Van Heusen "417" Vanopress
shirt. Made with the authentic button-down
collar, this shirt was permanently pressed
the day it was made and will never need
pressing again. No more laundry bills!
As for the great new Van Heusen fabrics.
colors and patterns ... they make him
the guy to keep an eye on!

1

\Ville S1’11’1’114111

at

52 S. FIRST ST.
298-0868

Build up your following with Passport 360,
the influential line of men’s toiletries by Van Neilsen

Horsehiders Still Possess Faith;
Prepare for Stanford Tilt Tuesday
Spartan baseballers put themselves squarely in front of the
rampaging Stanford Indians tomorrow with nothing but a long
ball-hitting attack and an unknown
pitcher with which to defend themselves.

All are now healthy, and Sobczak will try to set some sort of
order beginning with tomorrow’s
contest.
The pitcher may be in doubt,
but the rest of the Spartan lineup is set.

butor to the recent SJS power
splurge. The muscular catcher has
a .306 batting average, three doubles, a home run and six runs
hatted in, to lead or tic for the
team lead in all power departments.

The -contest, which will be
Behind the plate will be Ray
Bart Spina, hobbled by a
played on the Indians’ sunken dia- Valconesi, the Spartans’ leading sprained ankle against St. Mary’s
mond in Palo Alto, begins at 3 p.m. hitter, and an important eontri- a week ago, will return to the lineThe second -ranked nationally
Indians have a potent attack, and
a high-powered pitching staff led
by unbeaten sophomore sensation
Sandy Vance.
Other top hurlers on the Indian
staff are Daro Quiring, Don Ross
and Frank Klinger.
PITCHER COACH CHOICE
Spartan coach Ed Sobczak’s
pitching choice will depend on who
looks sharp in a weekend workout. The SJS mentor has his entire staff available, since the Spartans have been idled since last
Monday.
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Fraternity

Fast-pitch contests were Pi Kappa Alpha over Theta Xi 9-4, Alpha
Omega

Epsilon 2-0,
Sigma Nu

downed

Sigma Phi

Sigma

Pi trounced

12-1, and Sigma Chi

blanked Delta Upsilon 2-0.
Two fast pitch games ended in
a tie and will he concluded tomorrow at 3 p.m. Lambda Chi Alpha
and Theta Chi battled to a 6-6

LEADING HITTER - Catcher
Spartan hitter with a .306 averRay Valconesi is the leading
age as SJS invades Stanford to
battle the second -ranked Indians.
The JC transfer ranks high in the
SJS power department.

!.9.9
0111!

.IVAPAPV’

hIm.

SIGMA NU
:Number One

deadlock, while Sigma Alpha Epsi-

Slow pitch games were Theta
Chi over Alpha Tau Omega No.
2, 9-3, Sigma Nu outscored Sigand Sigma

Phi Epsilon edged Sigma Alpha

SPRING SPORTS
Coed volleyball entries can be
submitted until May 2, with the
tourney getting underway May 8.
The
in
lie
!el.ew
nly
re-

gymnastic

tournament

en-

tries are due May 3 with competition beginning the following day.
Track and field entries are due
May 5, with competition being held

start May 19 with tee-off time
Santa Teresa Golf Course.

292-67711

396 South First

"DOCTOR YOU’VE GOT
TO BE KIDDING"

A Volkswagen dealer is a man

of many parts.
51008 parts, to be exact. And most of
them fit any Volkswagen ever mode.
one year to the next.)
Which gives us on enormous edge, and
enormous depth.

Or even
ports ore on

We can repair any year VW.
build you a new one. All the
hand or on tap.

plus
"PENELOPE"
Student Discount Rates

(That’s whyVWservice is fast and cheap.)
But what impresses people most about
our service is how we treat them, like

TROPICAIRE

N. S
1969 Alum Rock
"IS PARIS BURNING?"
plus

a

The VW is built like o. $5,000 car.

Why shouldn’t

it get serviced like one?

S

1969 Alum Rock
"DEADLIER THAN THE MALE"
plus
"HOMBRE" with Paul Newman
Drive
le
Alma & Vine

EL RANCHO
294-2041

"ALAMO" and "THE CHASE"
litin Wayne ... Marlon Brando

10% discount for two cars.

PAUL SCOLA
State Farm Insurance Agent
Res: 266-5908
Office: 378-4123

Now from our huge selection of
custom picture frame mouldings

MOULDING BY-THE-FOOT
* Largest selection
* Finished & raw mouldings
* Museum & contemporary
h(IJ"i
styles
A’ _.11* Accurate corners cut at slight
added charge
3 STORES TO SERVE YOU
DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
VALLEY FAIR
MT. VIEW
112 S. SECOND ST.
OPEN 5 NIGHTS 365 SAN ANTONIO RD.
248-4171
292-1447
941-3600

Iii

MOUSING IS)

GO GO DANCERS. 21 or over. No ex- FURNISHED APARTMENT. Available
perience. $2.50 hour. Continental Lounge, May 1st. I bedroom, twin beds. Modern,
behind Sears. 295-6244.
spacious closets, well insulated. 1/2 block
GRADUATING SENIORS: Sign up now from college. $100. Water and garbage
at SJS Placement Center for interviews paid. 463 S. 7th St. #I. Inquire 499 S.
AUTOMOTIVE (2)
May 2. Business majors for Management 7th; 295-5362.
Trainees, Accountants for Audit and MARRIED COUPLES: Take advantage of
’57 MGAt INSTANT STATUS! Needs Control, Math for Computer Program- summer rates now! Furnished I -bedroom
apartments. 465 S. 4th. 286-6667.
motor work, but still runs. Good radio ming, County Bank of Santa Cruz.
and tires $225 298-3470 after 9 p.m.

ATTENTION AYN RAND ADMIRERS:
Is there a discussion group on campus?
If not, I am forming one. Please contact
A. M. Jepson. 656-3420.

LITT!, F; MAN ON CAMPUS
11-11_11

SPARTAN
VOLKSWAGEN
1560 N. First St.

DELUXE ZIGZAG Singer sewing machine
-only one year old. Originally cost $350.
Will sell for $250. Call 264-3096 after S.
RCA-STEREO 24" TV-AM&FM combination console. Excellent condition, 6 speakers, $135 or offer. 297-5994.
EUROPE-BOUND: Will take best offer
this week: ’66 Wurlitzer Electric Piano
portable, has amplifier. 287-1887.
HELP WANTED

41

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT CATALOG.
Select high paying summer job in your
field of interest. Over 10,000 jobs listed
in all industries, all majors. Send $2 to
American Association College Students,
30 N. LaSalle, Chicago,
WANTED-ORGANIST for Tuesday Evening Downtown Spiritualist Church Service. Call 252.3229.

Jiser, Calif.

TIME INC.
Campus Representative
Time Inc.-publisher of TIME. LIFE, and
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED-hat an opening
for a campus representative at your
school. Join our nationwide network of
over 500 representatives in a well.established sales and marketinis pregram in
operation more than 40 years. Earn $100
to $1000 in COMMISSIONS by making
subscriptions to these widely read and
respected magazines available at special
student rates. Earn extra FEES for market
research and special orojects. No pre.
vious experience necessary; no paperwork
billing. All instructions end seilliftia me.
mInis loOptied free. Write today to
hi,
11M( & 1.111
Roclefullei Conioi, Now 1 ,1

ROOM & PRIVATE BATH, twin beds.
Private borne. 87 S. 10th If,
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed. Own
room, 15 minutes to campus. Senior or
grad preferred. Call 287-0665,
NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE for Summer Session, Have Apt. Call 293-8554
after 5 p.m.
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Prefer
upper-division student or working girl.
293-3856. Your apartment or mine.
WANTED: MALE ROOMMATE to share
house with 5 other students through summer & nazi. year. Call 293-5933.
GIRL OVER 21 to share 2-bedroom
apartment. Own room. $52.50. Start May
I. 2 miles from SJS, Donna, 294-3758.
LOST AND FOUND 16/
LOST THURSDAY: Female puppy. Answers to name Zelda, very friendly. Chain
Collar. Reward. Call 293-7302.
PERSONALS (71
CUSTOM MADE contemporary wedding
rings. Original jewelry in cast gold and
silver. George Larimore. 354-1273,
SLIM DOWN waist, hips, thighs, or anywhere else. Originally $100. Relax-a-sisor
for sale, $25 or best offer. Call 293-4373
between 5-7 p.m. Will demonstrate.
SERVICES 18/

FOR SALE 131

GRAD MATH STUDENT TUTOR for
Math 143 (Numerical Analysis) 2 hours
Per week, liberal pay. Call Al. 293-1442.

customer. Even for a lOrt fuse.

"HUD"

TROPICAIRE s.

Cars.

DO-1T-YOURSELFERS

it 1.1 VOLK... OF nolcalcF. INC.

(Because most are interchangeable from

STUDIO

SMART STUDENTS SAVE
UP TO 55o
ON CAR INSURANCE
25% discount for students with
3.0 average during the FALL
SEMESTER.
10% discount for driver’s training.
discount for compact
10%

SAVE 40-60% ON FRAMES

AUSTIN COOPER S. ’67. Fully-equipped.
Blue & white. Blauplunk radio. Best offer.
Phone 379.3151 after 6 p.m.

an-

SCREEN
SCENES

Hoberg smashed his previous
mark in the 25-yard dribble sprint,
swimming the distance in 11.1. Bob
Likins established a 44 mark in
ball handling and freshman Stan ,1
White broke the reversal swim
record.
Prefontaine won the other event, I

’61 NORTON MANX-MAN motorcycle,
650 SS. Mild load. A -I. $450. Must sell.
739-6539.

between 8 a.m. and 3 p.m. on the

niB

OW,

1

Walton stages a water polo decathlon each spring and has completed four events so far. Three
records were broken in them.

’66 TRIUMPH 500cc motorcycle. 3000,
excellent. Street equipped, never raced.
Best offer. 296.7543.

May 11 and 12. The deadline for
golf entries is May 11. Play will

vill
son
von

five-shot scoring from eight yards,
with 20 points.
The Spartans will play their
only home game of the spring May
12 at 7 p.m. entertaining the
AlumnL

THREE RECORDS BROKEN

MGB HARDTOP. Black, BMC model.
$125. SPRITE/MIDGET roll -bar bolt-in
2.75 inch diameter. $45. 245-6196.
1963 VW sedan, sunrooi, radio. New
brakes, clutch. $950. Call after 5 p.m.
293-6352.
’63 TRIUMPH IT Special. Street equipment. Many extras. Call 287-1920,
1966-1276 AUSTIN COOPER S. Fully
equipped. $1995. Call 297-1552 or 2926918.
’66 GTO, Tr -power, 4 speed, posi-traction, heavy duty suspension. Must selldrafted. 269-5454.

Epsilon 8-3,

into

Swan both played on last season’s
varsity.
The race for starting goalie is
a three-man battle although Likins earned All-American honors
last season. Likins and Dennis
Lombard have been having al
ternatly outstanding days while
Steve Boyer has also performed
well. AU three played varsity last
season.
Dennis Belli, a junior college
All-American via the College of
San Mateo, Rick Rogers, Bruce
Prefontaine and freshman Mike
Monsees are pressing for starting
positions.

WANTED: TUTOR for introductory physics and chemistry courses. Cl 657-3341.

BULTACO SHERPA 200 cc. Set for TT’s.
Extra tires, Perelli 350’s. Gears. Most sell
now. $375. 296-9063.
1969 RENAULT DAUPHINE in good condition and runs well. Call 286-6372 after
7 p.m. for Bill. $175 cash.
CLEAN ’65 HONDA 160. 5000 miles.
$400. ’60 CORVAIR, 3 -speed. $200.
Good transportation. Call 286-1227,

10-10.

13-7,

Walton. two weeks into spring
water polo practice, believes that
Co-captain Tony Hernandez, still this group is the best he has ever
coached in his seven years at SJS.
trying to battle out of a season
The veteran mentor has four
long hitting slump, will play secplayers who received All-American
ond base. The SJS clean-up hitgI’,.ca.iltlon on last season’s State
ter is batting only .217, but is
championship team.
usually at his best in tough games,
2ND TEAM MEMBERS
as was emphasized by his fourGoalie
Bob Likins and Greg Hind
hit performance against Santa
were named to the second team,
Clara.
while Jack Likins was selected to
Tom Brandi, one of the hottestthe third squad and Steve Hoberg
hitting Spartans in recent games, received honorable mention.
will play third. Brandi is batting
Hind isn’t performing with the
.273, and last week had his first Spartans, but playing with the
home run of the year in a losing Foothill Athletic Club in preparation for the Pan-American Games.
cause against UOP.
HERNANDEZ ON SECOND

ANNOUNCEMENTS 11)

Ion and Delta Sigma Phi tied at

ma Alpha Mu

Always optimistic water polo
up and play first base. The former
professor Lae Walton is even hapSanta Clara University regular is pier these days. And what coach
hitting .292 and is tied with short- wouldn’t be if he could afford to
stop John Besse for the most Spar- have an All-American on the second unit.
tan hits with 13.

Spartan Daily Classifieds

League games to be played on the
south campus.

Tau

SPARTAN DAILY.-4

Polo Squad ’Best Ever’

Schmidt, the most improved
Schomaker, shortstop Frank Duffy
player in spring practice, and
and outfielder Bob Gallagher.

The rain subsided long enough
Thursday afternoon for both the
fast

SBth-

Coach All Smiles

Additionally Walton has Don
Besse will be the shortstop. A
former CCAA batting champion, Moore, the team captain and an
Besse is hitting .266 for SJS, with All-American selection from the
three doubles and a round tripper. season before. Moore, who was in
the service last year, hasn’t adFINE OUTFIELD
justed back to water life and conBob Burrill, the Spartans’ lead sequently hasn’t broken into the
off batter, heads a fine defensive first unit yet. Walton is confident
outfield that also includes Fred that he will reacts that level, howLuke and either Bruce Young, or ever.
Charlie Nave.
STARTING TEAM LISTED
Burrill, a .261 hitter is in cenHe
lists John Schmidt, Hoberg,
right
and
ter, with Luke, .276, in
Jack Liking, Greg Swan, and
either Nave or Young in left.
Countering for the Indians are freshman Tim Halley as definite
such power bolters as first base- members of the starting team
man Mark Marquess, catcher Mike presently.

Although the rain has allowed
the SJS hurlers to get some needed
rest, it has also scrambled the
pitching rotation, as have arm miseries suffered by Bob Holmes and
Rod Christensen and a pulled
muscle sustained by Frank Pangborn.

Mon,lny, April 24, 1961
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CLASSIFIED RATES

To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything,
just fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

Send to: Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS,
1206, San lose State
College, San lose
Calif. 95114,

Minimum
Three lines One bme
One time

Three times Five times

3
4
5
6

2.25
2.75
3.25
-Tit-

lines
Hnes
lines
lines

Add thls
amount for
each addi
tional line

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00
-

r ft
AO

."

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

fit Announcements (1)
L1 Automotive (2)
For Sale (3)
LI Help Wanted (4)
O Housing (5)
El Lost and Found (6)
0 Personals (7)
0 Services (8)
0 Transportation (9)

ad:

To place an

Call at
Classified Adv. Office -J206

Monday, Wednesday & Friday
10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. &
1:15 p.m. -345 p.m.
Tuesday & Thursday

10:00 a .m. -12 :30 p.m.
1:15 p.m. -3 :45 p.m.

&

Send in handy order blank.
or check. Make
check out to Spartan Daily
Classifieds.

Enclose cash

Address

Name
(Nola. PrInf)

For

days.

C.Ity

Phone

Enclosed Is $

Phone

Start ad Oft
ID ate)

Please Ilow 7 days after placing for ad to pper.
gerewww.

FRENCH -SPEAKING NATIVE would like
to give private lessons. If interested, call
24 f - 60 Aft, 7 p.m.

.50

Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Spaces
for Each Line)
Do Not Abbreviate
No refunds possible on canceled ads

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION

TYPING. Thesis, term papers. etc., enperienced & fast, Phone 269-8674.
21 & MARRIED. Liability, property dam.
age & uninsured motorist coverage on
auto insurance. $21 for 3 months. Dave
Towle, 244-9600,
TYPING. Pica Electric. Work guaranteed.
lite* * * * * 4,*
Call 243.6313 between 9 a.m. and 8 p.m.
THOTOGRAPHS BY GEORGE. Weddings, portraits, groups. 356-2839.
GIRL. NEEDS WORK during summer.
June 24 -August 5. Preferably in exchange
for room and board. Call Margie. 2942916. room 108-8.
EXPERT TYPING. Theses, term papers,
manuscripts. IBM Electric. Work guaranteed. Jo Ann Vine, 378-8577,
KNOW WHAT YOU went to say, but
.i
1
’ say it? Rewriting, edit-

294.6414,

Ext.

2466

’Western Airlines

Job Interviews’Students Miami Bound
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 26
Sut ro and Corn pan). Business ad
ministration, ec.aunnics and otft.
ers wanted for aceountins.1 exeetttic trainees.
John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Coelipan). Any majors
wanted tor Olt We management.
l’tdted States Forest Service.
Civil and highway engineering,
business administration and accounting majors wanted for administration trainees and administrative assistant engineers.
The Ceeo Corporation. Civil engineering, general engineering and
business majors wanted for sales
or district engineering and manac,nicnt

For National Convention Here Wednesday

Christian Scientists Meet

,

San Jose

:,y4.,,... ...i- .,.

N
...

is your campus supplier for roses,
carnations, orchids*, corsages and bouquets. Come in and see our fine flower
selection*.

,

"NMWORik MikW

293-1953

Spartan I Daily

1885

134. e. san fernando and 457 e. san carlos

EVERY TUESDAY
Spaghetti
regular size

i’V’’’

--,_.

cpartatt gookAtoPe
"RIGHT ON CAMPUS"

Live Entertainment

TOUR EUROPE --21 DAYS

6 NIGHTS A WEEK

Netherlands*, Germany, Poland, Russia, Finland, Denmark, Sweden, Belgium.

Dine* to pleasant jazz sounds or lively
nights* a week. Experience Ricardo’s arty, colorful surroundings and enjoy the finest* of Italian din-

$285 all inclusive

AiL20 i

17)11

Itinerary:

folk singing six

(Tour begins and

Open Daily at 4 p.m.

9C:exec:or ez

100% pure U.S. Govt -inspected!
Topped with* mounds of fresh
grilled onions, and a crisp
pickle on a golden bun.

Entertainment Starts at 9 p.m.
218 WILLOW* ST.

294-4009

T-M TRAVEL

How to Play Think-Links
I. Write the asterisk -marked word or words from each advertisement
next to the advertiser’s name in the entry blank.
2. Select words from the "asterisk words" list to fill in the word links.
Start with the word which has one letter given. Only one word fits
in this space. All the words in the "asterisk words" list are not used.
3. Answer the tie-breaker question.
4. Fill out the requested information, clip the entry blank and bring it
to the Spartan Daily Classified Office (The office is closed between
12:30 and 1:15 p.m. each day) before 3 p.m. Wednesday of this
week.

Contest Rules

1. Only currently-enrolled San Jose State College students may enter.

ends

II EAT

515 S. 10th St.

FOR

at William

2. Students are limited to one entry per person. Spartan Daily staff members
may not enter the contest.
3. All entries become the property of Spartan Daily.
4. The Spartan Daily and/or San Jose State College is not responsible for any
entries that are lost or stolen.
5. Every entry must be filled out completely without any erasures to be considered by the judges.
6. In event that two or more entries have the correct answer, the contestant
H110 comes closest to the correct answer of the tie-breaker question will be
the winner. In case of a tie on the special question, an additional tie-breaker
question will he given the remaining contestants to determine the winner of
the PSA flight.
7. All complimentary flight passes awarded on Pacific Southwest Airlines expire 90 days after the ticket is issued.
8. The Spartan Daily reserves the right to correct errors, to extend deadlines
and to make any necessary additions or corrections of the rules.
9. Persons designated by the Spartan Daily shall constitute the panel of judges.
Their decisions shall he final regarding both the determination of prize
winners or deciding on disqualification of entrants for any reason.
10. Entry submission signifies entrant’s acceptance of all contest rules and acceptance of judge’s decision.

286-0218

n EN ItY.1_i

Plenty of Free Parking

vorateemolowoatmeal,
ela7/6.ZS NEPIAetik
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*
TO BUY YOUR NEXT CAR
44ilaiii.

ute
Alp

-14111Inturovatisli.

in Amsterdam)

Starting dates*: June 13, 27
July I I, 25

nets.

DINNERS

regularly 18c

--ir

-

name imprint
90c per dozen

per dozen

/,)

.

9-714’ -"411

_.

now

,s,Ntliiy

295-3805

.J,r

E v earfyt eTr use spdma yu natnicil eTnhdu or sfdsaeym eesvteenri n g

Henry’s Regular Hamburger 2 for 25c
6,

for graduation
are
available
$1.56

:/’

10th & William St.
San Jose

RicaROo’s

Special offer

’J...m.... ,..,
_...,..4,_

I

PANAVISMC
um
COLOR

california book co., ltd.

Announcements

69c
35c

8 inch pizzas
all varieries"

Starts
Wednesday*

We have all the supplies you need
from typing paper to style manuals.
Stock up today at ...

Campus Contest

EVERY MONDAY

Interested students may contact
Mrs. Keller, adviser in the College
Placement Center, ADM234.

Term Paper.

2nd & San Fernando

SPECIAL

Work will be in the Berkeley
area and applicants should be
graduating in 1968 with at least
a 2.5 undergraduate GPA.

It’s Time to Start Your*

LINKS
K

292-8311

A representative from Colgate
Palmolive Company will be on
campus Thursday to interview
chemical engineers, industrial engineers, industrial technology and
mechanical engineers for summer
employment.

, AIL AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL..,,,..

For information call:

sin..

Engineers Sought
For Palmolive Co.

THEIR GOD IS
THEIR
SPEED
.,
111.
PLEASURE AN
. 7
’ANYTIME’
,
II ’,0%-. ::’, ’
GIRL!

0,
Downtown

Fly home on PSA
for oh] S11.43 :luxs T

Air Linea Stewardess’
Orientation Meeting, 7 p.m., Kappa
Kapixi Gamma sorority house, 360
S. 11th. Girls interested in becoming stewardesses should attend
this meeting.
Persian Club, 2:30 p.m., Cafeteria faculty room. An art exhibit
will be featured.
Semper Melts Society, 6 p.m.,
HE1. Students interested or enrolled in United States Marine
Corps Officer Candidate programs
are welcome.
Conservation Club, 1:30 p.m.,
S227. Field trip plans will be dLscussed.
rutted

.

In the heart

SUPER’ ELECTRA JET TO L A

.

Thailand Students, ’2 p.m., Cafe.’
teria A. SJS students from Thailand will present a forum on
land political, economic and social aspects.
Newman Center, 6:30 p.m., Newman Cc n t or, 79 S. Fifth St.
Prayer for peace. This service will
be held daily, Monday through
Thursday.
Parapsychology Society, 3:30
p.m., CH231. The topic will be
"ESP and Animals."
Russian Honor Society, 8 p.m.,
’Music 150. Excerpts from a play
will be given and Russian folk
songs will be performed.

in

4
mi
psN

TOMORROW

TODAY

Account lug majors may now
Three SJS students are taking AFROTC cadets and women from
sign up for interviews with Westa four-day vacation this week in Angel Flight, auxiliary to the soern Airlines, to be held on Wednessunny Miami, Florida. But it’s not ciety, at the convention.
day.
’The
representatives
from
the
all play and no work.
Employment as accountants will
Arnold Air Squadrons in the U.S.
The three students-- Air Force
will assemble to discuss business be located at the company’s headROTC cadets-- are representing pertinent to the society as a naquarters at the Los Angeles InSJS at the national Arnold Air tional organization," Morse said.
ternational Airport.
Society conclave today thru ThursDuties include areas in general
day in the "sunshine capital of the
and property accounting, revenue
South."
Christian Science Organization, accounting, auditing, and data
Arnold Air Society commander
Fred Morse, cadet commander 8 p.m., Memorial Chapel. A lecture processing.
Signups are being taken in the
Gary Voellger, and cadet Nick entitled "What Good is ReligPlacement Center, ADM234.
Pchelkin will meet with 2,000 other ion" will be given.

Students:
Spoil yourself i little.

Monday, April 21. 1f167
5 -SPARTAN DAIL,/

Spartaguide

Ablielq

91,Pd

650 El Camino Real

Sunnyvale

NOW IS THE TIME to get a new* FORD or a fine used

60 N. FIRST

What You Can
Win:

293-1033

cPErTaLsLalSveIrTnHet MAN to see for a great deal, easy
financing, and top trade-in values.

This is your THINK-LINKS Entry
Blank. Please do not staple, spindle or
mutilate. Just enter.

newspapers.

TIE-BREAKER

st
PRIZE:

The Dow-Jones Industrial Average may
be heard on niost news broadcasts or
read in the financial section of most

Estimate what the Dow-Jones Industrial Average
will be at the close of the market on Thursday,
April 27.

Name
Address

Round-trip
flight to
Los Angeles on

City

Phone

THINK-LINKS

ASH Niunber
ADVERTISER

ASTERISK WORDS

Cal Book

PSA
5RUNNER-UP
PRIZES:
Tickets to the
United Artist
TI-water.
Give it a try!

Henry’s
Holiday Ford

1

Navlet’s
PSA
Red Ram
1.

Ricardo’s
Spartan Book
T-M Travel
U A Theater

ImMEMENI

